**BOOKS FROM YOUR BACK YARD**

Saturday January 21st
in The Story Place at the State Library of WA

**Illustrator Duel**

at 12.30pm

See some of WA's best children's illustrators go head-to-head in an epic, crazy drawing battle.

**Franca Lessac**

Illustrator & Author

Pattan's Amazing Pumpkin
Ages 3-8 at 10.30am

Pattan's pumpkin grows and grows and grows!
Traditional tales

**Gabriel Evans**

Illustrator

Become the character!
Ages 5-8 at 11.30am

Draw with Gabriel and learn tips and tricks for creating character.

**Kelly Cantay**

Illustrator & Author

Paper, pencil, pickie
Ages 5-11 at 11.30am

Come along and learn how to draw Phil Pickle, the next big dill

**Teena Raffa-Mulligan**

Author

Story tracks
Ages 6-8 at 12pm

Join Blue and Pedro in their exciting Aussie adventure.

**Illustrator Duel**

at 12.30pm

See some of WA's best children's illustrators go head-to-head in an epic, crazy drawing battle.

**Bet J. Smith**

Author

Penguins around Perth
Ages 6-10 at 1pm

See the sites with a very special PI Penguin investigation around Perth

**Cris Byrne and ASKA**

Author & Illustrator

Cosmic Science Adventures
Ages 6-10 at 1.30pm

Is there life on other planets? Is time travel possible? Will that thing really explode?

**Elaine Forrestal**

Author

ICURY4me
Ages 7-12 at 2pm

Find out what this cryptic title means and see how wise U.R.

**Dranne Wolfe**

Author

The Shark Caller
Ages 8+ at 2.30pm

Discover weird sea creature facts and how shark-calling inspired Dianne.

**James Foley**

Illustrator & Author

Brobot
Ages 8+ at 3pm

Find out how James put together his hilarious graphic novel Design your own perfect robot.

**Norman Jorgensen**

Author

The Smuggler's Curse
Ages 10+ at 3.30pm

Villains, murderers, freedom fighters, head-hunters and blood-thirsty pirates!

**FREE family fun!**